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We report the discovery of a statistically significant hardening in the Fermi-LAT γ-ray spectrum of
Centaurus A’s core, with the spectral index hardening from Γ1 = 2.73±0.02 to Γ1 = 2.29±0.07 at a
break energy of (2.6± 0.3) GeV. Using a likelihood analysis, we find no evidence for flux variability
in Cen A’s core lightcurve above or below the spectral break when considering the entire 8 year
period. Interestingly, however, the first ∼ 3.5 years of the low energy lightcurve shows evidence of
flux variability at the ∼ 3.5σ confidence level. To understand the origin of this spectral break, we
assume that the low energy component below the break feature originates from leptons in Centaurus
A’s radio jet and we investigate the possibility that the high energy component above the spectral
break is due to an additional source of very high energy particles near the core of Cen A. We show
for the first time that the observed γ-ray spectrum of an Active Galactic Nucleus is compatible with
either a very large localized enhancement (referred to as a spike) in the dark matter halo profile or
a population of millisecond pulsars. Our work constitutes the first robust indication that new γ-ray
production mechanisms can explain the emission from active galaxies and could provide tantalizing
first evidence for the clustering of heavy dark matter particles around black holes.
I. INTRODUCTION
At a distance of 3.7 Mpc, Centaurus A (Cen A) is the
closest known γ-ray emitting Active Galaxy (e.g. [17]).
With a Fanaroff-Riley type I (FR I) radio morphology,
Cen A possesses a relativistic jet that is orientated at
a large angle relative to Earth’s line of sight. As such,
Cen A is believed to belong to the parent population of
BL Lac objects within the unified model of active galactic
nuclei (AGN; [16, 43]). The off-axis nature of Cen A’s jet
allows for an easy decoupling of the observed relativistic
effects from the intrinsic properties of the jet. Further-
more, since the jet emission is weakly beamed, different
emission components which typically are not observed in
BL Lacs due to the dominant beamed jet component,
may become visible.
Due to its proximity, Cen A affords us an excellent op-
portunity to study the physics of relativistic outflows. As
such, Cen A has been extensively studied at many wave-
lengths. Radio observations have found Cen A to pos-
sess a variety of radio structures, with size scales ranging
from arcseconds in the inner jet to giant radio lobes which
extend 10◦ across the sky. At X-ray energies, emission
has been resolved from the inner jet which appears to
be well collimated [15, 22]. At γ-ray wavelengths, the
first evidence for emission above 1 MeV was provided
by balloon-borne experiments [41], with further evidence
from the GRANAT satellite [24]. Cen A was confirmed
as a γ-ray point source by the OSSE and COMPTEL
detectors onboard the Compton Gamma-Ray Observa-
tory in the 0.1−30 MeV energy range, with the EGRET
detector also discovering Cen A to be a source of γ-
rays up to GeV energies [39, 40]. At very high ener-
gies (VHE; > 250 GeV), Cen A was discovered by the
H.E.S.S. telescope array with a soft spectral index (Γ) of
−2.73 ± 0.45stat ± 0.2sys and a flux at 0.8% of the Crab
nebula [7].
The successful launch of the Fermi γ-ray Space Tele-
scope, and the unprecedented sensitivity and resolution of
the Large Area Telescope (LAT) onboard Fermi, affords
us an ideal opportunity to understand the inner work-
ing of Cen A. The first ten months of LAT observations
confirmed the core of Cen A to be a source of MeV and
GeV γ-rays [1], with Γ = −2.69± 0.10stat± 0.08sys and a
flux of (1.50 ± 0.25stat ± 0.37sys)×10−7 ph cm−2 s−1. A
deeper 4-year analysis of Cen A’s core with pass7 data
revealed a similar spectral index and flux, with the au-
thors noting that the spectrum above ∼ 4 GeV appeared
to depart from a power-law [38]. This departure was sta-
tistically insignificant, with a broken power-law preferred
over a power-law at the < 3σ level. Interestingly, early
Fermi -LAT observations revealed extended γ-ray emis-
sion spatially coincident with Cen A’s giant radio lobes
[2]. Both core and lobe emissions appeared to have sim-
ilar luminosities, and neither showed variability in their
flux. The lack of variability in Cen A’s flux is at odds with
properties of other prominent γ-ray bright radio galaxies,
such as M87 and NGC 1275, whose flux varies on very
short timescales (as little as days) [6, 12].
Building on earlier work that investigated the contri-
bution to M87’s γ-ray emission from dark matter annihi-
lation, [27], in this paper we investigate the spectral and
temporal properties of the γ-ray emission from Cen A’s
core. Using 8 years of Fermi -LAT data, and taking ad-
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2vantage of the improvements in effective area, energy and
angular resolution afforded by the pass8 data analysis,
we discover a statistically significant hardening feature
in Cen A’s MeV-GeV spectrum.
The structure of our paper is as follows. After estab-
lishing in Section II the statistical significance of the spec-
tral hardening feature, we investigate the temporal char-
acteristics of the flux below and above the onset of the
spectral feature. In Section III we investigate two pos-
sible interpretations; one involves the annihilation prod-
ucts from dark matter with a ‘spike’ density profile and
the other one millisecond pulsars.
II. FERMI -LAT OBSERVATIONS AND DATA
ANALYSIS
The LAT detector onboard Fermi, described in de-
tail in [5, 8], is a pair-conversion telescope observing a
photon energy range from below 20 MeV to above 500
GeV, with unprecedented sensitivity and resolution com-
pared to previous γ-ray space missions. The pass8 data
analysis and instrument response functions (IRFs) of the
LAT detector has brought further improvement in de-
tector performance. Since 2008 August 4, the vast ma-
jority of data taken by Fermi has been in all-sky-survey
mode. This observing mode, coupled with the large ef-
fective area of the LAT detector and the long mission
lifetime of the Fermi mission, has produced the deepest
extragalactic scan ever at MeV−GeV energies. This en-
ables us to study the γ-ray emission from Cen A’s core
with unprecedented sensitivity and accuracy.
The data used in this study comprise of all Fermi -
LAT event and spacecraft data taken during the first 8
years of the Fermi -LAT science mission, from 2008 Au-
gust 4 to 2016 August 8, equating to a Mission Elapsed
Time (MET) period of 239557417 [s] to 492328870 [s].
All 0.1 < Eγ < 300 GeV source events, across all point
spread function (psf) classes, within a 15◦ radius of inter-
est (RoI) centred on the Cen A core position were consid-
ered. In accordance with criteria for pass8 data analysis,
a zenith cut of 90◦ was applied, and good time intervals
selected by removing data that did not satisfy the cri-
teria ‘DATA QUAL> 0 && LAT CONFIG== 1’. A
summary of the criteria used in the analysis is given in
Table 1.
The model employed during our likelihood analyses
consisted of point-like γ-ray sources, spatially extended
γ-ray sources and diffuse γ-ray emission. In particu-
lar, the position and spectral shape of all γ-ray point
sources within 25◦ of Cen A’s core were taken from the
Third Fermi Source Catalog (3FGL; [3]). The extended
sources considered were the two pulsar wind nebulae lo-
cated within the 15 − 25◦ annulus from Cen A’s core,
namely HESS J1303-631 and MSH 15-52, and Cen A’s
radio lobes [2]. The diffuse γ-ray emission detected by
the LAT compresses of two components: the Galactic
diffuse emission and the isotropic diffuse emission. The
TABLE I. Summary of the criteria utilised in this analysis.
Note that since a summed likelihood analysis was used, with
psf classes 0 through 3 considered, four isotropic diffuse mod-
els were used.
Science Tools version v10r0p5
IRF p8 source v6
Event class source, Pass 8
Photon Energies 0.1− 300 GeV
RoI 15◦
Zenith angle cut < 90◦
Data quality > 0
LAT config 1
Galactic diffuse model gll iem v06.fit
Isotropic diffuse model iso P8R2 SOURCE V6 PSF0−3.txt
Galactic component of the diffuse emission was modelled
with Fermi ’s gll iem v06.fit model. Since a summed like-
lihood analysis was used to take advantage of the perfor-
mance of pass8’s four psf, the isotropic diffuse emission
was defined by the iso P8R2 SOURCE V6 PSF0−3.txt
files, where 0− 3 refers to psf class 0 through to 3.
To confirm the accuracy of our ‘diffuse + point + ex-
tended’ model description, an initial binned likelihood
analysis was performed over the entire dataset. Firstly, a
likelihood analysis was performed with the normalisation
of all sources within 15◦ being left free to vary. There-
after, a second likelihood fit was performed with all point
sources with a test statistic1, TS, greater than 25 able to
vary spectrally. Finally, all sources with TS < 1 were
removed from our model, and all sources with a 3FGL
TSvar > 72.44 were fitted again with the normalisation
and spectral shape left free to vary. The Fermi science
tool gttsmap was then used in conjunction with the fi-
nal best-fit model from the three-step initial analysis, to
construct a 17◦ × 17◦ TS map centred on Cen A. This
TS map was used to identify additional sources of γ-rays
that were not accounted for in our best-fit model. As
can be seen in Figure 1, there are three > 5σ excesses
in the TS map indicating three new point sources of γ-
rays have been found in our dataset. These new point
sources were accounted for by a power-law fixed at the
(αJ2000,βJ2000) of the peak excess, and a final likelihood
fit was performed with the normalisation and spectral in-
dex of the new point sources free to vary. Interestingly,
we note that two of these point sources are located on
the boundary of Cen A’s lobes.
Once the dataset was modelled correctly, a summed-
likelihood analysis was used to study the spectrum of Cen
A’s core. The data were binned into ten logarithmically
1 The test statistic, TS, is defined as twice the difference between
the log-likelihood of two different models, 2[logL− logL0], where
L and L0 are defined as the likelihoods of individual model fits
[28].
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FIG. 1. A 17◦ × 17◦ TS map of all 0.1 − 300 GeV photons
that passed the selection criteria, for the entire 8 year data set.
The colour scale is in units of TS. Three new point sources
were found, we note however that two of these apparent point
sources are located on the boundary of Cen A’s lobes, shown
by the red contour lines.
spaced energy bins, with a likelihood fit being applied to
each bin separately. For each separate likelihood fit, all
spectral parameters were frozen except for the normali-
sation of Cen A’s core. For an individual spectral bin, if
the calculated flux had a TS  25, a 2σ upper limit was
calculated. The resulting spectrum can be seen in Figure
2, with all error bars on the LAT data points represent-
ing a 1σ level of statistical uncertainty. The derived Cen
A core spectrum seen in Figure 2 shows a clear departure
from a simple power-law description above photon ener-
gies of ∼ 1 GeV. To quantify the significance of this dis-
crepancy at high energies, a summed-likelihood analysis
of the (0.1−300) GeV spectrum was undertaken with the
Cen A’s core being described by a broken power-law. A
likelihood-ratio test of the broken power-law and power-
law fit to Cen A core’s (0.1− 300) GeV spectrum found
that the broken power-law spectral model is preferred
over the power-law spectral model with a test statistic
of TS = 28.6, which equates to a significance slightly
greater than 5σ (even after the increased number of free
parameters of the broken power law). As such, this anal-
ysis represents the first observation of a statistically sig-
nificant hardening of an AGN’s γ-ray spectrum above a
spectral feature.
From the best-fit broken power-law, the spectral break
occurs at a photon energy of Ebreak = 2.6±0.3 GeV, with
a spectral index of Γ1 = −2.73± 0.02 below the spectral
break, hardening to a spectral index of Γ2 = −2.29±0.07
above the break energy. The total energy flux from Cen
A’s core in the 0.1−300 GeV energy range is∼ 1.1×10−12
ergs cm−2 s−1. Assuming isotropic emission for the γ-ray
flux and a luminosity distance of 3.7 million parsecs, the
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FIG. 2. The 0.1 to 300 GeV spectrum of Cen A’s core, as seen
by the Fermi-LAT detector. The broken power-law model,
shown in blue, is preferred over the power law model, shown
in red, with a significance > 5σ. The grey histogram shows
the TS value for each spectral bin. The bins with a TS< 25,
are replaced with an upper limit at 95% confidence level.
total luminosity of Cen A’s core in the 0.1− 300 GeV is
1.8×1039 ergs s−1. Interestingly, if we deconvolve the two
spectral components, we find that the luminosity of the
low and high energy components are comparable, with
9.9× 1038 ergs s−1 and 8.4× 1038 ergs s−1 respectively.
To investigate the temporal characteristics of the
two spectral components, we constructed individual
lightcurves for the γ-ray flux above and below the break
energy. To maintain significant statistics for each tem-
poral bin in the high-energy lightcurve, the 8-year data
set was binned into 6-month temporal bins. Using the
global best-fit model with the normalisation of Cen A’s
core left free, a likelihood analysis was applied to each
bin separately. The resulting lightcurves can be seen in
Figure 3.
To determine if there was evidence for flux variabil-
ity in the resultant lightcurves, both a χ2 fit of the
lightcurves to a constant flux value and a full likelihood
evaluation, TSvar [33], were used. When considering the
8-year data set, neither test found significant evidence
of variability in either the low or high energy lightcurve.
It is interesting to note that when considering the first
3.5 years of the low-energy lightcurve, there is evidence
of variability at the 3.3σ level, with the remaining 4.5
years of the lightcurve being consistent with a constant
flux. As such, while the flux above the spectral break is
statistically consistent with being constant, there is evi-
dence of variability in the low-energy spectral component
during some of the time period we studied Cen A.
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FIG. 3. Above: light curve of 0.1− 2.6 GeV flux Below : light
curve of 2.6 − 300 GeV flux, binned in six month temporal
bins. The red horizontal band shows the 8-year averaged flux
for each energy range.
III. INTERPRETATION
Our analysis shows a hardening of the γ-ray spectrum
above 2.6 GeV at a significance level of 5σ. Importantly,
while an extrapolation of the power-law description of the
Fermi -LAT spectrum to very high energies would under-
predict the flux observed by the H.E.S.S. telescope array
by an order of magnitude, the spectral hardening above
2.6 GeV allows us to reconcile our Fermi -LAT spectrum
with previous H.E.S.S. observations. Furthermore, the
non-variable flux we observe with Fermi -LAT above the
spectral break is also in agreement with the H.E.S.S. ob-
servations of Cen A finding no evidence of variability in
the Eγ > 250 GeV flux. The combined Fermi -LAT and
H.E.S.S. spectrum is shown in Figure 4.
With the existence of the hardening feature confirmed,
we now turn our attention to understanding the origin of
said feature. Traditionally, the γ-ray emission from radio
galaxies has been attributed to a single zone population
of relativistic electrons within the radio galaxy’s jet that
up-scatters the synchrotron photon field via the inverse
Compton process [1], usually cited as the synchrotron
self-Compton (SSC) model. In the SSC model, the high-
energy tail of the electron population is responsible for
both the X-ray and γ-ray emission and as such, if the SSC
model was an accurate description of Cen A’s core, the
spectral break we observe in the γ-ray spectrum, should
also be present in the X-ray spectrum, which is not seen
in the latest X-ray observations [18]. Furthermore, the
lack of variability above the spectral break, combined
with the evidence for variability below the spectral break,
is difficult to reconcile with a single-zone SSC model as
high energy electrons are expected to cool quicker than
the low energy electrons, thus generating flux variability
above the break energy rather than below.
A number of possible explanations for a spectral hard-
ening, combined with non-variable emission above 2.6
GeV, are mentioned in [37]. One such model is a pulsar-
like magnetospheric acceleration mechanism of electrons,
with the entire MeV-GeV γ-ray flux attributed to inverse-
Compton emission from the same lepton population [32].
However, this is inconsistent with both the spectral break
and the lack of flux variability above 2.6 GeV. More-
over these magnetospheric models predict that inverse-
Compton luminosity, LIC, is proportional to the super-
massive black hole mass, MBH, which is not observed
across the mass range of prominent γ-ray bright radio
galaxies [12].
Another possible explanation is that the hardening fea-
ture is associated with the decay of the pion by-products
caused by a hadronic population within the jet interact-
ing with an ambient photon field (eg. [30, 31]), as was
done by [34] and more recently by [13]. However, given
the lack of variability above the spectral break, this ex-
planation would require the pion population to be in a
‘steady-state’.
Building on the apparently smooth transition between
the data points above 2.6 GeV derived in this work and
the H.E.S.S. observations, [7], we discuss the validity of
models that can account for the spectral hardening, by
jointly fitting these data points. More specifically, we use
the first three H.E.S.S. points, but exclude the last three
which are less statistically significant, and more likely
to be modified with new observations and an updated
analysis. In any event, the last three points do not affect
the best-fit spectrum due to their large error bars, but
simply lead to a slight increase in the χ2.
A. Dark Matter
Dark matter (DM), as yet undetected, is a central ex-
planation for structure formation, the stability of galaxies
and the acoustic peaks of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground [36]. Most DM models assume annihilation into
lighter (Standard Model) particles but the nature of DM
is still an open question. While it is established that DM
agglomerates in the cores of galaxies, its density profile
near the central black hole (BH) has yet to be character-
ized. Regardless, DM annihilations should produce high
energy cosmic rays in the central parts of galaxies. The
decay or hadronization of the particles injected by the
DM is expected to produce γ-rays at an energy smaller
than or equal to the DM mass (assuming they are charged
and unstable). Here we consider only prompt emission.
We disregard any acceleration process [14] or secondary
emission [25, 27] that could distort the prompt spectrum.
Here we examine whether this prompt emission is suffi-
cient to explain the anomalous spectral component be-
tween 2.6 GeV and ∼ 5 TeV.
Throughout this work, we have assumed the existence
of a spike in the distribution of the DM—induced by the
adiabatic growth of a supermassive black hole at the cen-
tre of the galaxy—with a power-law index of γsp = 7/3.
Such a spiky profile has been suggested in Ref. [21], al-
though it is very debated. Indeed, a plethora of astro-
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FIG. 4. A combined spectrum of our LAT analysis, shown with black circles, and the H.E.S.S. spectrum above Eγ = 250 GeV,
taken from [7], shown in red. The broken power-law model, shown in blue, is preferred over the power law model, shown in red,
with a significance > 5σ. The grey histogram, with the right hand y-axis, shows the TS value for each spectral bin for the LAT
data points. The bin with a TS< 25, is replaced with an upper limit at 95% confidence level. Note that the last upper limit is
not shown since it overlaps in energy with the H.E.S.S. data points. The broken power law fit allows for a smooth transition
with the γ-ray spectrum reported here and the H.E.S.S. spectrum.
physical phenomena could lead to a much shallower pro-
file, such as non-adiabatic BH growth (as expected if the
BH seed was brought in by a merger) [20, 42] or an off-
center position of the central BH, while others may have
the opposite effect of making the formation or survival
of spikes more likely, such as for instance enhanced ac-
cretion of DM to counteract the depopulation of chaotic
orbits in a triaxial DM halo [29].
It is also important to remember that even if a spike
could form, the process of dynamical relaxation by DM
scattering off stars could smooth down the spike and lead
to a DM halo profile of the form ρ ∝ r−3/2 instead [20,
29]. However, Cen A is dynamically young: its relaxation
time is estimated to be tr ∼ 102 Gyr (compared to ∼ 2.5
Gyr for the Milky Way) due to the dependence on the
mass of the central black hole. Hence we will assume that
a spike formed in the core of Cen A at early times has
survived dynamical processes.
In our best-fit analysis, we consider DM self-
annihilations into leptons or quarks and leave the DM
mass and value of the annihilation cross-section (as well
as the normalization and slope of the spectral power law
emission below 2.6 GeV) free to vary. As shown in Fig. 5,
our best fit favours a DM candidate with a mass of 3 TeV,
annihilating into a pair of top and anti-top quarks (tt¯)
with cross-section < σv >' 1.6 × 10−32 cm3s−1, and a
spike in the density profile. While the impact of a spike
on the γ-ray emission from DM prompt emission in an
AGN was first studied in [27], our work constitutes the
first evidence that γ-ray observations have the means to
probe an anomalously high concentration of DM in the
very inner core of AGNs.
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FIG. 5. Best fit to the γ-ray spectrum of Cen A, obtained by
assuming a single power law plus the prompt emission from 3
TeV DM particles annihilating into tt¯ with a cross-section of
1.6 × 10−32 cm3 s−1, and a spike in the DM density profile,
with slope γsp = 7/3.
For a DM spike with slope γsp = 7/3, the best fit shown
in Fig. 5, and corresponding to annihilations into tt¯ gives
χ2 = 1.7, for 11 spectral data points. The points are
6taken from our Fermi -LAT analysis and the first three
data points from H.E.S.S. observations [7] and 4 free pa-
rameters (mDM, < σv > and the normalization and the
slope of the power law spectrum below 2.6 GeV). We find
a χ2/d.o.f = 0.24 which illustrates a remarkably good fit
and suggests that it is dominated by statistical errors.
Annihilations into bb¯ give χ2 = 3, i.e. χ2/d.o.f = 0.43,
which also corresponds to a very good fit (see Fig. 6).
If we include the last three H.E.S.S. points, we obtain
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.62 for tt¯ and χ2/d.o.f. = 0.87 for bb¯.
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FIG. 6. Best fit to the γ-ray spectrum of Cen A, obtained by
assuming a single power law plus the prompt emission from 3
TeV DM particles annihilating into bb¯ with a cross-section of
1.4 × 10−32 cm3 s−1, and a spike in the DM density profile,
with slope γsp = 7/3.
In Fig. 7, we show the best fit when considering DM
particles annihilating into τ+τ−. Now the best-fit mass
is ∼ 400 GeV, smaller than for hadronic channels. In this
case, we find χ2/d.o.f. = 2.14, so this channel gives a less
good fit than the previous cases, but it still reproduces
the spectral hardening reported in this work. For simplic-
ity we have focused only on single annihilation channels;
depending on the underlying model, DM particles may
annihilate into several different final states.
In the absence of a spike, DM annihilation for a maxi-
mum cross-section of < σv >' 3×10−26 cm3 s−1 cannot
account for the spectral hardening, since in that case the
DM flux is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
observed flux. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, for the NFW
profile. In practice a spike with slope & 2 is needed to
account for the observed flux.
Our best-fit annihilation cross-section of the order of
< σv >' 1.6 × 10−32 cm3s−1 is far too small to ex-
plain the observed fraction of DM in the Universe. How-
ever, this might simply be revealing the existence of a
rich dark sector with several (non-thermal) DM particles
[10, 44]2, or a combination of velocity-dependent and in-
2 Our estimate assumes a unique DM candidate. Sub-component
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FIG. 7. Best fit to the γ-ray spectrum of Cen A, obtained by
assuming a single power law plus the prompt emission from
400 GeV DM particles annihilating into τ+τ− with a cross-
section of 4× 10−33 cm3 s−1, and a spike in the DM density
profile, with slope γsp = 7/3.
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FIG. 8. Contribution to the γ-ray spectrum of Cen A from a
single power law plus the prompt emission from 3 TeV DM
particles annihilating into bb¯ with the canonical cross-section
of 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1, for a DM density following the NFW
profile. The DM-induced emission is several orders of magni-
tude below the data.
dependent terms in the annihilation cross section. We
note that there is a degeneracy between the annihilation
cross-section and the spike characteristics (normalisation,
size, power law index) which could affect our estimates.
Either way, our findings would suggest the existence of
heavy DM particles exchanging at least one heavy parti-
cle mediator.
DM particles might require efficient co-annihilation processes,
see e.g. [11].
7B. Millisecond pulsars
An alternative explanation to the DM model is a pop-
ulation of millisecond pulsars (MSPs). These objects are
rapidly rotating neutron stars which have been observed
mostly in globular clusters. They are believed to spin up
to millisecond periods due to frequent interactions with
neighboring stars (e.g. by angular momentum accretion
from a binary companion). For this very reason, they are
expected to form in high stellar density environments, in-
cluding the central parsec around the Milky Way Galac-
tic center (GC), where the density is considerably higher
than in globular clusters.
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FIG. 9. Best fit for a population of MSPs plus a power law.
MSPs, along with DM, are currently the leading expla-
nations for the low energy γ-ray excess which has been
observed in the central region of the Milky Way (see
e.g. Ref. [19]). It is estimated that around 103–104 MSPs
are needed to explain the GeV excess in the GC [35]. The
production mechanism of high energy γ-rays from MSPs
involves electron-positron pairs that may eventually be
accelerated, radiate and produce more electron-positron
pairs [23]. This should lead to a spectral feature at GeV
energies. However the resulting γ-ray signature can be
broadened up to TeV energies by inverse Compton pro-
cesses [9], when the electrons accelerated by MSP winds
up-scatter the ambient soft photon field (from e.g. UV
and IR bands). Two critical assumptions for these es-
timates are an electron injection spectrum extending to
a few tens of TeV and a large enough interstellar radi-
ation field for the inverse Compton losses to dominate
over synchrotron losses. Here we use the same propaga-
tion technique as for the Milky Way (see e.g. Ref. [26]).
For the magnetic field, we assume a constant value of 10
µG constrained by Chandra limits on synchrotron radi-
ation from high energy electron-positron pairs and use a
conservative power law, ρMSP ∝ r−2.4, for the MSP den-
sity profile (consistent with the GC γ-ray excess). As for
the DM analysis, we keep the normalization and slope of
the jet contribution as free parameters.
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FIG. 10. Best fit for a power law, a population of MSPs and
a DM candidate of 30 TeV plus a spike.
Assuming the existence of such a population of MSPs
leads to the best fit shown in Fig. 9, corresponding to
χ2 ' 10, that is χ2/d.o.f ' 1.4. This fit improves with
the addition of a DM component at very high energy, as
shown in Fig. 10 where we assumed a 30 TeV DM candi-
date annihilating into tau leptons. While the reduced χ2
is good, the poor knowledge of the MSPs density profile,
the soft-photon field and our rather crude model of the
magnetic field severely limits our interpretation of the
goodness of the fit.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we report a 5 σ evidence for a hardening
of the Fermi -LAT γ-ray spectrum and show that either
heavy DM particles or a population of MSPs could ex-
plain this high-energy spectral feature. While we cannot
rule out that the jet itself is at the origin of the harden-
ing of the spectrum, the lack of variability of the emission
above 2.6 GeV, both within the Fermi -LAT and H.E.S.S.
spectra, argues against jet-induced leptonic models (such
as SSC). Hence, at the very least, our results are a strong
indication that the modelling of γ-ray production mech-
anisms in active galaxies needs to be modified.
Our findings hint at new physics inside objects like Cen
A or astrophysical objects that are rarely detected out-
side our Galaxy. Therefore the precise modelling of cos-
mic ray propagation, together with observations of Cen
A’s γ-ray spectrum at TeV energies by H.E.S.S. and the
forthcoming Cherenkov Telescope Array[4], will be criti-
cal for determining the origin of the spectral break.
A DM explanation would reveal the existence of par-
ticles beyond the standard model of particle physics as
well as spikes in the DM profile. While the existence of
8spikes is highly debated, Cen A is dynamically young,
so such an enhancement may survive nuclear star clus-
ter dynamics. The fit to the combination of Fermi and
H.E.S.S. data in Figure 10 could provide tantalizing first
evidence for the clustering of heavy dark matter particles
around black holes. If confirmed by other observations,
our case for a boost of the DM annihilation signal con-
stitutes the first evidence that DM clusters around black
holes, and have important implications for our under-
standing of the feedback mechanisms between ordinary
matter and DM in galactic cores.
Likewise, if the spectral hardening of Cen A’s core re-
ported here is due to a population of MSPs, then the
γ-ray spectrum of Cen A constitutes the first insights
into the pulsar population in another galaxy. Either way,
these findings open up a new window on the physics of
the cores of active galaxies and provide the prospect of
more exciting discoveries.
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